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Abstract: Distortion functions are employed to define measures of risk. Receiver operating characteristic
(ROC) curves are used to describe the performance of parametrized test families in testing a simple null
hypothesis against a simple alternative. This paper provides a connection between distortion functions on
the one hand, and ROC curves on the other. This leads to a new interpretation of some well-known classes of
distortion risk measures, and to a new notion of divergence between probability measures.
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1 Introduction
The theory of risk measures is rooted in the literature on actuarial premium principles (see for instance [21,
Chapter 3]), and has been studied intensively since the seminal work of Artzner, Delbaen, Eber, and Heath [3].
Generally speaking, risk measures (also known as insurance premium principles, or as monetary utility functions) are mappings that assign a real number to a given random variable. The term “coherent risk measure”
as introduced by [3] refers to a set of axioms that such a mapping may satisfy. The coherence axioms include
monotonicity, subadditivity, additive homogeneity with respect to constants (“translation invariance”), and
multiplicative homogeneity with respect to the positive reals. Adding the further axioms of determination
by the distribution (“distribution invariance”) and comonotonic additivity, one obtains the class of so-called
distortion risk measures. Subject to a continuity assumption, these risk measures can be characterized as the
ones that can be written in the form ρ(X) = inf Q∈Q E Q [X], where the collection of probability measures Q is of
the following type: for some given probability measure P and concave distortion function g : [0, 1] → [0, 1],
the set Q consists of all measures that satisfy Q(A) ≤ g(P(A)) for all events A. Alternatively, distortion risk
measures can be described as integrals with respect to non-additive measure. For full details, we refer to
[13–15, 18, 29, 37].
Distortion risk measures have been used extensively in various contexts; see for instance [4, 9, 23, 30,
31, 38, 39]. They have been related to Yaari’s dual theory of choice under risk [35] and to the theory of ordered
weighted averaging operators [7]. Many proposals for specific distortion functions have been made; see for
instance [12, 24, 27, 34–36]. These proposals in fact specify families of distortion functions, in which the
amount of allowed distortion is controlled by one or more parameters. A well-known example is the CVaR
family (conditional value-at-risk, also known as expected shortfall), which is used in the Basel III regulations
on minimum capital requirements for banks [40].
The purpose of this paper is to discuss the connection between distortion risk measures on the one
hand and binary hypothesis testing problems on the other hand. Intuitively, distortion functions are used
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to describe a collection of probability measures that are “not too far” from a given reference measure. From
the point of view of hypothesis testing, two probability measures are farther apart when it becomes easier
to design good tests that distinguish between them, or in other words, when the tradeoff between type-I and
type-II error probabilities is relatively nonrestrictive. For an assessment of this tradeoff, one may compute,
for each given significance level, the maximally achievable power of a test of the given null against the given
alternative. The curve that is obtained by plotting the relation between significance level and maximal power
is known as the optimal operating characteristic curve or receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC curve);
see for example [16, p. 441]. Like distortion functions used for risk measures, optimal ROC curves are nondecreasing and concave functions that map the unit interval onto itself. By employing the optimal ROC curve
for a particular testing problem as a distortion function, one obtains a distortion risk measure. The risk measure that is obtained in this way may be said to have been calibrated on the given testing problem. This specific
origin does not impair its general applicability. As is shown below, standard testing problems involving normal, exponential, uniform, and Bernoulli distributions are related by this calibration to popular distortion
risk measures, including CVaR.
While ROC curves can therefore be used to generate distortion functions, the connection between ROC
curves and distortion risk measures goes deeper than that. It is shown in Proposition 3.1 below that the set
of “test measures” associated with a given distortion function can be described directly in terms of the ROC
curve. The latter description is convenient, because it is based on functions that are defined on the interval
[0, 1] rather than on the power set of a probability space. The computational convenience of ROC curves is
also shown in the context of the divergences (distance functions between probability measures) that can be
associated to families of distortion risk measures. An exponential reduction in computation time is achieved
with respect to a naive approach towards the calculation of a divergence of this type between two given probability measures.
The construction of distortion functions from ROC curves associated to hypothesis testing problems does
not lead to a new class of distortion risk measures; as discussed in Remark 3.12 below, any concave distortion
function can be obtained as an ROC curve. However, the connection to hypothesis testing problems via ROC
curves provides a statistical interpretation of distortion risk measures. Some distortion functions are related
to quite standard and well-known testing problems, while others relate to more involved problems, as shown
by a series of examples in Section 3. This helps create structure in the wide landscape of distortion functions.
Reesor and McLeish [27] construct distortions via relative entropy minimization subject to moment constraints. This approach is quite different from the one taken here. More closely related to the present work is
a paper by Tsukahara [32], in which one-parameter families of distortion functions are formed by means of
a translation operation. This construction can be viewed as a special case of the construction used here; see
Example 3.10 below. Tsukahara [32] does not discuss the interpretation via hypothesis testing that is central
to the present paper.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, a brief introduction is given to ROC curves, with inclusion
of basic facts that are well known but that are stated here for easy reference. Relations between ROC curves
and distortion functions are discussed in Section 3. The concept of distortion divergence is introduced in
Section 4, and conclusions follow in Section 5.

2 ROC curves
Often, in the context of hypothesis testing, one-parameter families of tests are considered in which any particular desired significance level can be reached by choosing an appropriate value of the parameter. In the case
of testing a simple null against a simple alternative, the associated receiver operating characteristic¹ for such

1 This commonly used phrase appears to be a blend of the term “operating characteristic” that was used by Wald [33, p. 162]
and the term “receiver operator characteristic” that was used in Britain in the Second World War to describe the performance of
operators of radar receivers under various settings of the signal gain.
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a family of tests is defined as the plot of the probability of rejection of the null under the alternative hypothesis against the probability of rejection of the null under the null hypothesis. The term ROC curve will be used
in this paper to refer to the optimal receiver operating characteristic corresponding to a pair of probability
measures (P0 , P1 ). The ROC curve in this sense may be introduced more formally as follows.
Throughout the paper, we work within a setting in which a probability space (Ω, F, P0 ) is given, together
with a second probability measure P1 that is absolutely continuous with respect to P0 . A test is a random
variable taking values in [0, 1], interpreted as the probability of rejecting the null hypothesis. The set of tests
is denoted by L(Ω, F; [0, 1]). Define the ROC set within the unit square [0, 1] × [0, 1] by
ROC(P0 , P1 ) = {(E0 φ, E1 φ) | φ ∈ L(Ω, F; [0, 1])},
where E0 and E1 denote expectation under P0 and under P1 , respectively. The quantity E0 φ is the size of the
test φ, and E1 φ is its power. For discussions of this set in the literature, see for instance [16, Section 9.4],
where it appears under the name “set of risk points”, [25, Section 3.2], or, for an optimization perspective
on the discrete case, [10, Section 7.3.5]. The ROC set is convex, because it is the image of a convex set under
a linear mapping. It contains the diagonal since one can take φ = α where α ∈ [0, 1]. Now define the ROC
curve as the function that describes the upper boundary of the ROC set, i.e.,
ROCP0 ,P1 (u) = sup{E1 φ | φ ∈ L(Ω, F; [0, 1]), E0 φ = u} (0 ≤ u ≤ 1).
By the Neyman–Pearson lemma (cf. Lemma 2.4 below), the supremum is achieved for every u ∈ [0, 1]. The
ROC curve describes the maximal power that can be achieved by tests of P0 against P1 at any given significance level; as such, it gives an indication of the degree to which the probability measures P0 and P1 are
different.
The following proposition states a few basic properties of the ROC curve. For proofs, see for instance
[25, Section 3.2].
Proposition 2.1. The function ROCP0 ,P1 is nondecreasing, concave, maps 0 to 0 and 1 to 1, and satisfies
ROCP0 ,P1 (u) ≥ u for all u ∈ [0, 1].
Concerning the behavior at 0, the following statement can be made.
Proposition 2.2. The quotient ROCP0 ,P1 (u)/u has a (finite or infinite) limit as u tends to 0, and we have
lim
u↓0

ROCP0 ,P1 (u)
ROCP0 ,P1 (u)
dP1
= sup
= ess supP0
.
u
u
dP0
0<u≤1

(2.1)

Proof. The concavity of the ROC curve implies that ROCP0 ,P1 (u1 )/u1 ≥ ROCP0 ,P1 (u2 )/u2 for 0 < u1 ≤ u2 ≤ 1.
This assures the existence of the limit in (2.1) and proves the equality of the limit and the supremum. Suppose now that b ∈ ℝ is a P0 -essential upper bound of the Radon–Nikodym derivative h := dP1 /dP0 , i.e.,
P0 (h ≤ b) = 1. For any test φ, we have
E1 φ = ∫ hφ dP0 ≤ b ∫ φ dP0 = bE0 φ,
so that b is also an upper bound for the quotient ROCP0 ,P1 (u)/u. This shows that
ROCP0 ,P1 (u)
≤ ess supP0 h.
u
0<u≤1
sup

To prove that strict inequality cannot hold, assume the contrary and take a such that
ROCP0 ,P1 (u)
< a < ess supP0 h.
u
0<u≤1
sup

In particular, we then have P0 (h > a) > 0. Take φ = 𝟙h>a . Then E0 φ > 0, and, since hφ ≥ aφ,
E1 φ = ∫ hφ dP0 ≥ a ∫ φ dP0 = aE0 φ.
Consequently, for u = E0 φ > 0, we have ROCP0 ,P1 (u)/u ≥ a, and we arrive at a contradiction.
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Remark 2.3. The existence of the limit in (2.1) means that the ROC curve has a one-sided derivative at u = 0.
Therefore, one might also write
dP1
.
ROCP0 ,P1 (0) = ess supP0
dP0
In a similar way, one can prove
ROCP0 ,P1 (1) = ess inf P0

dP1
.
dP0

For easy reference, the Neyman–Pearson lemma is stated here in the form in which it will be needed below,
with a brief reminder of the proof.
Lemma 2.4. Let a probability space (Ω, F, P0 ) be given, and let P1 be a probability measure on (Ω, F) with
P1 ≪ P0 . Let h : Ω → [0, ∞) denote a version of the Radon–Nikodym derivative of P1 with respect to P0 , and let
E0 and E1 denote the expectation operators corresponding to P0 and P1 , respectively. Furthermore, let a number
k ≥ 0 and a number θ ∈ [0, 1] be given. Define a [0, 1]-valued random variable φ as follows:
1
{
{
{
φ(ω) = {θ
{
{
{0

if h(ω) > k,
if h(ω) = k,

(2.2)

if h(ω) < k.

Then, for ψ ∈ L(Ω, F; [0, 1]), the following implication holds:
E0 ψ ≤ E0 φ

⇒

E1 ψ ≤ E1 φ.

Proof. Note that it is sufficient to show that E1 [ψ − φ] ≤ kE0 [ψ − φ], and that this inequality may also be
written as E0 [(h − k)(ψ − φ)] ≤ 0. But the inequality (h − k)(ψ − φ) ≤ 0 already holds on a pointwise basis,
as is verified by separate consideration of the three cases in (2.2).
Remark 2.5. For every 0 < u ≤ 1, one can find a number k ≥ 0 such that P0 (h ≥ k) ≥ u ≥ P0 (h > k); this
implies that there exists a test φ of the form (2.2) such that E0 φ = u. In other words, the Neyman–Pearson
tests (together with the point (0, 0), which corresponds to the test φ = 0) are sufficient to trace out the ROC
curve.
The Neyman–Pearson lemma can be used to establish an additional basic fact concerning the ROC curve.
Proposition 2.6. The function ROCP0 ,P1 is continuous.
Proof. Continuity of ROCP0 ,P1 on the open interval (0, 1) follows from a general result on convex functions;
see for instance [28, Theorem 10.1]. Continuity at the point 1 follows from the inequalities
u ≤ ROCP0 ,P1 (u) ≤ ROCP0 ,P1 (1) = 1
which hold for 0 ≤ u ≤ 1. It remains to establish the continuity at u = 0. The Neyman–Pearson lemma shows
that all points on the ROC curve can be written in the form (E0 φ, E1 φ), where φ = 𝟙h>k + θ𝟙h=k with 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1
and k ≥ 0. Because we can write
(E0 φ, E1 φ) = (1 − θ)(P0 (h > k), P1 (h > k)) + θ(P0 (h ≥ k), P1 (h ≥ k)),
this shows that the ROC curve lies in the convex hull of the points {(P0 (A), P1 (A)) | A ∈ F}. Consequently, to
show the continuity of the ROC curve at u = 0 it is sufficient to prove that for every ε > 0, there exists δ > 0
such that P0 (A) < δ implies P1 (A) < ε. Using the Borel–Cantelli lemma, one can show that this follows from
the absolute continuity of P1 with respect to P0 ; see for instance [8, p. 443].
Remark 2.7. It can be shown (compare Corollary 3.4 below) that the ROC set is in fact equal to the convex
hull of the set {(P0 (A), P1 (A)) | A ∈ F}. In the finite case, this set might be described as the scatter plot of the
two functions from F to [0, 1] that are given by the measures P0 and P1 .
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If the two probability measures P0 and P1 are equivalent, then one can also define the ROC curve of P1 ver̂
sus P0 . The function g(u)
:= ROCP1 ,P0 (u) is in general not the same as the function g(u) := ROCP0 ,P1 (u). The
relation between the two functions can be described as follows.
Proposition 2.8. If the measure P1 is equivalent to P0 , then the ROC curve of P0 versus P1 , g(u) := ROCP0 ,P1 (u),
is strictly increasing. Let its inverse be denoted by g −1 : [0, 1] → [0, 1]. The ROC curve of P1 versus P0 ,
̂
g(u)
:= ROCP1 ,P0 (u), is related to the ROC curve of P0 versus P1 by
̂
g(u)
= 1 − g −1 (1 − u).

(2.3)

Proof. The ROC curve is nondecreasing; therefore, in order to prove that the curve is strictly increasing, it is
enough to show that the relation g(u1 ) = g(u2 ) can only hold when u1 = u2 . By the Neyman–Pearson lemma,
this follows if it can be shown that the implication
E1 φ = E1 φ

⇒

E0 φ = E0 φ

holds for all random variables φ and φ of the form (2.2). Therefore, let φ and φ be defined by
φ = 𝟙h>k + θ𝟙h=k ,

φ = 𝟙h>k + θ 𝟙h=k

with 0 ≤ k ≤ k (without loss of generality), 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1, and 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1. Note that
E1 φ − E1 φ = P1 (h > k) + θP1 (h = k) − (P1 (h > k ) + θ P1 (h = k ))
= P1 (k < h < k ) + P1 (h = k ) + P1 (h > k ) + θP1 (h = k) − (P1 (h > k ) + θ P1 (h = k ))
= P1 (k < h < k ) + (1 − θ )P1 (h = k ) + θP1 (h = k).

(2.4)

Since the three terms at the right-hand side are all nonnegative, the equality E1 φ = E1 φ implies that each
of the three terms is zero. By the assumed equivalence of P1 and P0 , it follows from P1 (k < h < k ) = 0 that
P0 (k < h < k ) = 0. The relation (1 − θ )P1 (h = k ) = 0 implies that θ = 1 or P1 (h = k ) = 0; in both cases, it
follows that (1 − θ )P0 (h = k ) = 0. Likewise, θP1 (h = k) = 0 implies θP0 (h = k) = 0. Using the relation analogous to (2.4) for P0 instead of P1 , it follows that E0 φ = E0 φ . We can conclude that the ROC curve of P0
versus P1 is strictly increasing, so that the inverse function is well-defined. The expression (2.3) then follows
directly from the definitions.
Under the mapping defined by (2.3), a point (u, v) lies on the reversed curve ĝ if and only if (1 − v, 1 − u) lies
on the original curve g. The mapping from (u, v) to (1 − v, 1 − u) can be described most directly as reflection
around the cross-diagonal in the unit square (i.e. the diagonal that runs from (0, 1) to (1, 0)). Indeed, points
that satisfy u + v = 1 are invariant under the mapping, the difference u − v is preserved, and applying the
mapping twice produces the identity. For a graphical example, see Figure 1 in Section 3.
Example 2.9. The simplest example of an ROC curve arises from the null hypothesis θ = p against the alternative θ = q for a Bernoulli random variable with success probability θ. If q ≥ p, the ROC curve is
q
1−q
max(u − p, 0),
ROCP,Q (u) = min(u, p) +
p
1−p
and in the opposite case the curve is given by
q
1−q
ROCP,Q (u) =
min(u, 1 − p) + max(u − 1 + p, 0).
1−p
p

3 Distortion functions
A distortion function is a nondecreasing, continuous, and concave function g : [0, 1] → [0, 1] which satisfies
g(0) = 0 and g(1) = 1. Given such a function, the corresponding distortion risk measure ρ g is defined (see [35])
by
0

∞

̄
̄
ρ g (X) = − ∫ (1 − g(F(x)))
dx + ∫ g(F(x))
dx,
−∞

0
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̄
where F̄ is the decumulative distribution function of the random variable X (i.e., F(x)
= P(X > x)). The above
expression represents in fact the Choquet integral [13] of X with respect to the capacity defined by the nonadditive set function c g (A) = g(P(A)). An alternative expression for the distortion risk measure is therefore
given (see [14]) by
ρ g (X) = inf E Q X,
Q∈Q

where
Q = {Q | Q(A) ≤ g(P(A)) for all A ∈ F}.

(3.1)

The following proposition on the relationship between ROC curves and distortion functions is key to the
development of this paper.
Proposition 3.1. Consider a probability space (Ω, F, P0 ). Let g : [0, 1] → [0, 1] be concave. A probability measure P1 ≪ P0 satisfies
P1 (A) ≤ g(P0 (A)) for all A ∈ F
(3.2)
if and only if
ROCP0 ,P1 (u) ≤ g(u) for all u ∈ [0, 1].

(3.3)

Proof. By the definition of the ROC curve, the relation (3.3) is equivalent to the condition
E1 φ ≤ g(E0 φ) for all φ ∈ L(Ω, F; [0, 1]).

(3.4)

First suppose that (3.3) holds. Then (3.2) follows by applying (3.4) to random variables of the form φ = 𝟙A
with A ∈ F. For the converse, suppose that (3.2) holds. By the Neyman–Pearson lemma and Remark 2.5
above, relation (3.4) (and hence (3.3)) follows if the inequality E1 φ ≤ g(E0 φ) holds for all random variables
of the form (2.2). For given k ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1, define φ = 𝟙h>k + θ𝟙h=k . We have
E i φ = P i (h > k) + θP i (h = k) = θP i (h ≥ k) + (1 − θ)P i (h > k) =: θa i + (1 − θ)b i
for i = 0, 1. Condition (3.2) implies a1 ≤ g(a0 ) and b1 ≤ g(b0 ). By the concavity of g, it follows that
E1 φ = θa1 + (1 − θ)b1 ≤ θg(a0 ) + (1 − θ)g(b0 ) ≤ g(θa0 + (1 − θ)b0 ) = g(E0 φ).
Remark 3.2. Condition (3.3) may be compared to the condition for “statistical indistinguishability” proposed by Balter and Pelsser [5]. In the notation of the present paper, the condition of [5] can be written as
ROC(α) ≤ 1 − β, where the numbers α and β are fixed. According to [5], these numbers can be selected, for
instance, on the basis of usual conventions in statistics (α = 0.05, β = 0.2). Such a choice of particular levels
of significance and power is avoided in (3.3). On the other hand, criterion (3.3) calls for the selection of a distortion function. Note, however, that relation (3.3) can be used in reverse (taking the left-hand side as given,
rather than the right-hand side) to replace the selection of a distortion function by the selection of a particular
testing problem, which is then effectively given the role of a benchmark. This strategy is applied below.
As a corollary to the proposition above, another description of the ROC curve can be given as follows. First,
we introduce a definition.
Definition 3.3. Given a probability space (Ω, F, P0 ) and a probability measure P1 ≪ P0 , the function
rocP0 ,P1 : [0, 1] → [0, 1]
is defined by
rocP0 ,P1 (u) = sup{P1 (A) | P0 (A) ≤ u}.
The function rocP0 ,P1 is not always concave; for instance, when Ω is finite, it is in fact a piecewise constant
function.
Corollary 3.4. The function ROCP0 ,P1 is the least concave majorant of rocP0 ,P1 .
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Proof. It was already noted in Proposition 2.2 that the function ROCP0 ,P1 is concave. To show that it is
a majorant of rocP0 ,P1 , take u ∈ [0, 1] and let A ∈ F be such that P0 (A) ≤ u. Set φ = 𝟙A . Using the fact that
the ROC curve is nondecreasing, we can write
ROCP0 ,P1 (u) ≥ ROCP0 ,P1 (P0 (A)) = ROCP0 ,P1 (E0 φ) ≥ E1 φ = P1 (A),
where the final inequality holds by the definition of the ROC curve. This shows that ROCP0 ,P1 (u) is an upper
bound for the set {P1 (A) | P0 (A) ≤ u}, and hence that ROCP0 ,P1 (u) ≥ rocP0 ,P1 (u).
To show that ROCP0 ,P1 is the least concave majorant of rocP0 ,P1 , let g be an arbitrary concave function satisfying g(u) ≥ rocP0 ,P1 (u) for all u. Take A ∈ F and write u = P0 (A). By the definition of the function rocP0 ,P1 ,
we have
P1 (A) ≤ rocP0 ,P1 (u) ≤ g(u) = g(P0 (A)).
Since this holds for all A ∈ F, it follows by Proposition 3.1 that ROCP0 ,P1 ≤ g.
As already argued above, distortion functions can be understood as a way of defining a collection of probability measures that are close to a given reference measure in a specific sense. The ROC curve likewise
expresses a notion of closeness between two probability measures. Proposition 3.1 above indicates the connection between the two viewpoints. The proposition suggests that a distortion curve that is calibrated on
a particular pair of probability measures (P0 , P1 ), so to say, can be constructed by taking the ROC curve of
the pair as the distortion:
g(u) = ROCP0 ,P1 (u) (0 ≤ u ≤ 1).
(3.5)
It should be emphasized that there is not necessarily any relationship between, on the one hand, the probability space on which P0 and P1 are defined, and, on the other hand, the probability space on which the
reference measure P is constructed; nor does there need to be any relation between P and P0 . The class of
probability measures defined by (3.1) through the combination of the reference measure P and the distortion
function defined in (3.5) might be described as the class of probability measures that are at least as difficult
to distinguish from P as P1 is from P0 . In this sense, the pair (P0 , P1 ) is used as a benchmark. As a specific
example, suppose that risk is measured by a distortion function from Wang’s family, with parameter value
η = 1 (parametrization as in Table 1). Then the statement that a given risk X is acceptable, in the sense of [3],
could be phrased as (see Example 3.5 below) “the expected return on the position does not turn negative,
even when it is allowed to distort the probabilities of events so much that, statistically speaking, the distorted measure becomes as easy to distinguish from the reference measure as the N(1, 1) distribution is from
the N(0, 1) distribution”. While no one-dimensional criterion can do full justice to the multi-faceted nature
of risk, such a statement may be helpful for researchers and practitioners to get a feeling for the conservativeness of parameter choices.
Many of the distortion risk measures that have been proposed in the literature are actually defined as
members of one-parameter families of risk measures, corresponding to one-parameter families of distortion
functions. In this way, it is possible for the user to express various levels of conservatism. Examples are
provided in Table 1, where the parametrization, in terms of a parameter η ≥ 0, is always chosen in such
a way that η = 0 corresponds to absence of distortion, and, for fixed u ∈ [0, 1], the function η → g η (u) is
nondecreasing. This expresses that larger values of η are associated with larger distortions and hence with
more conservatism, so that η can be viewed as a parameter of risk aversion.² It should be noted that the choice
of a parametrization is to some extent arbitrary; the same family of distortion functions may be described by
different (monotonically related) parametrizations.
Like distortion functions, probability distributions are usually introduced as parametrized families. Relation (3.5) can be used to create families of distortion functions from families of probability distributions. Some
of these family connections are shown in the following examples.

2 Terminology here follows the usage of “risk measure” in [3]. The set defined in (3.1) can be thought of as representing model
uncertainty, and from that point of view the parameter η may be described as indicating ambiguity aversion [17, 19, 22].
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Name tag

g η (u)

Reference

CVaR
Wang
PH
dual power
minmaxvar

min((1 + η)u, 1)
Φ(Φ−1 (u) + η))
u1/(1+η)
1 − (1 − u)1+η
1 − (1 − u1/(1+η) )1+η

[3]
[36]
[34]
[38]
[12]

Table 1: One-parameter families of distortion functions.
Parametrization has been adapted so that the range of
the parameter η is [0, ∞), and g0 (u) = u for all u.

Example 3.5. Consider the testing problem H0 : X ∼ N(0, 1) versus H1 : X ∼ N(μ, 1), where μ is a given positive number. To construct the ROC curve, it suffices to consider tests of the form φ = 𝟙X≥c with c ∈ ℝ. For such
tests, we have
E0 φ = Φ(−c), E1 φ = Φ(μ − c),
where Φ is the standard normal cumulative distribution function. The corresponding ROC curve is given by
g N (u; μ) = Φ(Φ−1 (u) + μ)

(μ ≥ 0).

Taking μ as a parameter, one is led to the family of distortion functions proposed by [36].
Example 3.6. Consider the testing problem H0 : X ∼ Exp(1) versus H1 : X ∼ Exp(λ), where λ ∈ (0, 1] is given
and Exp(λ) refers to the exponential distribution with parameter λ. The ROC curve is traced out by tests of the
form φ = 𝟙X≥c with c ≥ 0. For such tests, we have
E0 φ = e−c ,

E1 φ = e−λc ,

so that the corresponding ROC curve is
gExp (u; λ) = u λ

(0 < λ ≤ 1).

This is, up to reparametrization, the PH (proportional hazards) family of distortion functions [34].
Example 3.7. Consider the testing problem H0 : X ∼ U(0, 1) versus H1 : X ∼ U(0, a), where a ∈ (0, 1] is
given, and U(0, a) refers to the uniform distribution on the interval [0, a]. In this case, P1 is absolutely continuous with respect to P0 , but not equivalent to P0 . Under the canonical choices Ω = [0, 1] and X(ω) = ω,
and with h = a−1 𝟙[0,a] as the Radon–Nikodym derivative, we have {h = 0} = (a, 1] and {h = 1a } = [0, a]. The
Neyman–Pearson tests are of one of the two forms θ𝟙[0,a] and 𝟙[0,a] + θ𝟙(a,1] , with 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1. For φ = θ𝟙[0,a] ,
we have E0 φ = θa and E1 φ = θ. For φ = 𝟙[0,a] + θ𝟙(a,1] , we have E0 φ = a + θ(1 − a) and E1 φ = 1. The corresponding ROC curve is
g U (u; a) = min( au , 1) (a ≤ 1).
This is the CVaR family.
Example 3.8. Consider the testing problem H0 : X ∼ Ber(p) versus H1 : X = 1, where Ber(p) refers to the
Bernoulli distribution that assigns probability p to the outcome 1 and probability 1 − p to the outcome 0, and
where the alternative is a degenerate random variable. The function rocP0 ,P1 is given by rocP0 ,P1 (u) = 0 for
0 ≤ u < p and rocP0 ,P1 (u) = 1 for p ≤ u ≤ 1. Its smallest concave majorant is the function g B (u; p) = min( pu , 1).
Again we arrive at the CVaR family.
Example 3.9. Consider the testing problem H0 : X ∼ N(0, 1) versus H1 : X ∼ N(0, σ2 ) with σ ≥ 1. In this case,
tests that determine the ROC curve are of the form φ = 𝟙|X|≥c with c ≥ 0. For these tests, we have
E0 φ = 2Φ(−c),

E1 φ = 2Φ(− σc ).

The ROC curve is
g NV (u; σ) = 2Φ(Φ−1 ( 12 u)/σ)

(σ ≥ 1),

where the subscript refers to the normal-variance testing problem from which the family is derived. A reparametrization on [0, ∞) as in Table 1 can be given as follows (abusing notation by not changing the function
symbol):
g NV (u; η) = 2Φ(e−η Φ−1 ( 12 u)) (η ≥ 0).
(3.6)
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Figure 1: Distortion curves from the normal-variance family and its reverse.

As far as the author is aware, this family of distortion functions has not appeared in the literature before. By
reversing the role of the null and the alternative in the above testing problem, or equivalently by considering
the same testing problem but now under the assumption σ2 ≤ 1 rather than σ2 ≥ 1, one obtains the reverse
family
ĝ NV (u; η) = 1 − 2Φ(e η Φ−1 ( 21 (1 − u))) = 2Φ(e η Φ−1 ( 12 + 21 u)) − 1 (η ≥ 0).
(3.7)
A few members of the NV family and its reverse are shown in Figure 1. The reverse NV distortions show
approximately linear behavior for small values of the argument u, and take values very close to 1 for larger
arguments when the risk aversion parameter η is not too small. These distortions can therefore potentially be
used as smoothed versions of CVaR.
Example 3.10. More generally than in Example 3.5 above, one can consider a testing problem of the form
H0 : X ∼ F versus H1 : X ∼ F m , where F is a given strictly increasing cumulative distribution function,
and F m , with m ∈ ℝ, represents a shifted version of F (i.e., F m (x) = F(x + m)). Under the condition that
the distribution function F is strongly unimodal (meaning that it has a density f , and log f is concave),
the function h(x) := f(x + m)/f(x) is monotonic; see for instance [2]. The ROC curve for m ≥ 0 is therefore
determined by tests of the form 𝟙X≤c . The corresponding ROC curve is
g F (u; m) = F(F −1 (u) + m)

(m ≥ 0).

One-parameter families of distortion functions that are generated in this way were studied by Tsukahara [32],
without the motivation from hypothesis testing that is used here. As a particular case, it is shown in the
cited paper that the PH family of distortion functions can be obtained from a translation family of Gumbel
distributions. As shown above in Example 3.6, the PH family can also be constructed from the exponential
distribution, using a family that is not of translation type.
Remark 3.11. In all cases where the null and the alternative define equivalent probability measures, one
may also consider the testing problem in which the roles of the null and the alternative are reversed. For
instance, the reverse obtained in this way from the PH family is the dual power family (cf. Proposition 2.8).
Wang’s distortion function is invariant under reversion; this reflects the symmetry of the testing problem in
Example 3.5.
Remark 3.12. Given a distortion function g, one can take this function as the cumulative distribution function of a random variable with values in the unit interval. One can then consider the problem of testing
H0 : X ∼ U(0, 1) versus H1 : X ∼ g. The concavity of g, which in this paper is part of the definition of distortion functions, implies that the measure defined by g has a nonincreasing Radon–Nikodym derivative with
respect to the uniform measure. Consequently, the ROC curve is determined by Neyman–Pearson tests of the
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form φ = 𝟙X≤c with 0 ≤ c ≤ 1. For such a test we have E0 φ = c and E1 φ = g(c); in other words, the ROC curve
is given by the function g. This construction provides a “canonical” way to find a testing problem whose ROC
curve is a given distortion function. This testing problem may however not be the most natural one associated
with the given distortion.
To apply the criterion (3.3), one needs to compute the ROC curve for a given pair of probability measures.
In some cases, as demonstrated above, the ROC curve can be calculated analytically, but in other cases
a numerical computation will be needed. Consider two probability measures which will now be called P and
Q to prevent overloading of numerical subscripts, and assume that these measures have been obtain by discretization or were already finitely discrete to begin with. Write Ω = {ω1 , . . . , ω n }. Absolute continuity of Q
with respect to P is reflected in the assumptions p i := P(ω i ) > 0 and q i := Q(ω i ) ≥ 0 for all i. As a first step,
renumber the sample points, if necessary, such that
qn
q1 q2
≥
≥ ⋅⋅⋅ ≥
.
p1 p2
pn

(3.8)

Define the sets A i (i = 0, . . . , n) by
A0 = 0,

A i = {ω1 , . . . , ω i }

(i = 1, . . . , n).

(3.9)

We have P(A i ) = ∑ij=1 p j , Q(A i ) = ∑ij=1 q j for i = 0, . . . , n. From the ordering (3.8) it follows that we also have
the ordering
Q(A1 ) Q(A2 )
Q(A n )
≥
≥ ⋅⋅⋅ ≥
(3.10)
P(A1 )
P(A2 )
P(A n )
since, for each i = 1, . . . , n − 1,
i

i

Q(A i ) = ∑ q j = ∑
j=1

j=1

qj
Q(A i+1 ) − Q(A i )
q i+1 i
pj ≥
P(A i ).
∑ pj =
pj
p i+1 j=1
P(A i+1 ) − P(A i )

To reduce the computation of the ROC curve to the computation of a finite set of numbers, one can make use
of the following proposition.
Proposition 3.13. The ROC curve for a pair of probability measures P and Q defined on a finite sample space Ω,
with P(ω) > 0 for all ω ∈ Ω, is the piecewise linear function defined by the interpolation points (P(A i ), Q(A i ))
(i = 0, . . . , n), where the sets A i are defined by (3.8) and (3.9).
Proof. The ordering (3.8) can be written in more detail as
q i +⋅⋅⋅+i k−1 +1
q i +⋅⋅⋅+i k
qi
q i +1
q i +i
q1
= ⋅⋅⋅ = 1 > 1 = ⋅⋅⋅ = 1 2 > ⋅⋅⋅ > 1
= ⋅⋅⋅ = 1
,
p1
p i1
p i1 +1
p i1 +i2
p i1 +⋅⋅⋅+i k−1 +1
p i1 +⋅⋅⋅+i k

(3.11)

where i1 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + i k = n. Define
B0 = 0,

B j = A i1 +⋅⋅⋅+i j

(j = 1, . . . , k).

For brevity, write u j = P(B j ) and v j = Q(B j ) (j = 0, . . . , k). Take u ∈ (0, 1) and let j be such that u j < u ≤ u j+1 .
Choose λ ∈ (0, 1] such that u = (1 − λ)u j + λu j+1 . Define a test φ by
φ = (1 − λ)𝟙B j + λ𝟙B j+1 .
Note that this is a Neyman–Pearson test with parameters k = q j+1 /p j+1 and θ = λ. We have
E P φ = (1 − λ)P(B j ) + λP(B j+1 ) = (1 − λ)u j + λu j+1 = u.
For A ∈ F with P(A) ≤ u, we have E P 𝟙A ≤ E P φ, and hence, by the Neyman–Pearson lemma,
Q(A) = E Q 𝟙A ≤ E Q φ = (1 − λ)Q(B j ) + λQ(B j+1 ) = (1 − λ)v j + λv j+1 .
This implies that the curve rocP,Q is majorized by the piecewise linear interpolant of the points (u j , v j ). Since,
on the other hand, the inequality rocP,Q (u i ) ≥ v i for i = 0, . . . , n follows from the application of the definition
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of the roc function to the sets B j , and since concavity of the piecewise linear interpolant is a consequence of
inequalities (3.10), we can conclude that the piecewise linear interpolant is the smallest concave majorant
of rocP,Q , and hence (by Corollary 3.4) is equal to ROCP,Q .
It remains to show that the piecewise linear interpolant of the points (P(B j ), Q(B j )) (j = 0, . . . , k) is the
same as the piecewise linear interpolant of the points (P(A i ), Q(A i )) (i = 1, . . . , n). This follows from the
equalities in (3.11).
To determine the ROC curve, it therefore suffices to compute the points (P(A i ), Q(A i )) for i = 1, . . . , n. Due to
the concavity of the distortion function g, verification of the inequality in (3.3) for all u ∈ [0, 1] requires only
checking that the inequality holds at the interpolation points (P(A i ), Q(A i )). This can be readily implemented
in standard software.

4 Distortion divergence
Divergences are distance measures (not necessarily metrics) between probability distributions. They have
been used in many applications including optimization, data processing, uncertainty quantification, and
robustness analysis; see for instance [6, 11, 20, 26] to mention just a few. Broad classes of divergences include
the so-called f -divergences and the Bregman divergences, which are both generated from the choice of a convex function. Likewise, a broad class of divergences can be generated from the choice of a family of distortion
functions. The construction proceeds as follows.
Consider a one-parameter family of distortion functions (g η )η≥0 , parametrized in such a way that the
following conditions are satisfied.
Assumption 4.1. The family of distortion functions g η (η ≥ 0) satisfies the following properties:
(i) g0 (u) = u for all u ∈ [0, 1] (i.e., η = 0 corresponds to no distortion);
(ii) for each fixed u ∈ [0, 1], the function η → g η (u) is continuous and nondecreasing.
One can then define a distortion divergence as follows:
D g (Q‖P) = inf{η | Q(A) ≤ g η (P(A)) for all A ∈ F}.

(4.1)

If the set over which the infimum is taken in (4.1) is empty, which happens in particular when Q is not
absolutely continuous with respect to P, then, in line with a standard convention, the value of the divergence
is taken to be ∞. The set in (4.1) can be written as ⋂A∈F {η | Q(A) ≤ g η (P(A))}; by the assumed continuity of
the mapping η → g η (u) for fixed u, this shows that the set is closed, so that the infimum (if finite) is achieved
and we might replace “inf” by “min” in the definition. In view of Proposition 3.1, the definition above can
equivalently be written (for Q ≪ P) as
D g (Q‖P) = min{η | ROCP,Q (u) ≤ g η (u) for all u ∈ [0, 1]}.

(4.2)

The following proposition verifies the basic property of divergences.
Proposition 4.2. We have D g (Q‖P) ≥ 0 for all Q, and D g (Q‖P) = 0 if and only if P = Q.
Proof. The nonnegativity of the distortion divergence is immediate from the conditions in Assumption 4.1 on
the parametrization of families of distortion functions. If D g (Q‖P) = 0, then (because the infimum is attained)
Q(A) ≤ P(A) for all A ∈ F. Applying this inequality to an event A and its complement shows that in fact we
have Q(A) = P(A) for all A ∈ F. Conversely, if Q = P, then ROCP,Q (u) = u for all u ∈ [0, 1], so that the minimum
in (4.1) is achieved in η = 0.
For a given family of distortion functions g η and a given number r ≥ 0, one can define the divergence ball
B rg = {Q | D g (Q‖P) ≤ r}.
Divergences are often used to identify points in a convex set which are “closest” (in the sense of the divergence) to a given point outside the set. For this purpose, the following proposition is important.
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Proposition 4.3. Distortion divergence balls are convex.
Proof. A probability measure Q belongs to the ball B rg if and only if Q(A) ≤ g r (P(A)) for all A ∈ F. If this
property holds for two measures Q1 and Q2 , then it certainly holds as well for any convex combination of Q1
and Q2 .
Basic concepts relating to risk measures can be expressed in terms of distortion divergence balls. For a given
bounded random variable X, one can define
B rg (X) = {E Q [X] | Q ∈ B rg (P, Q)}.
In other words, when X is considered as a functional acting on the space of probability measures that are
absolutely continuous with respect to P, then B rg (X) is the image of the divergence ball B rg under this functional. It follows from the convexity of B rg that B rg (X) is an interval. The condition for “acceptability” of the
risk X in the sense of [3] can be rephrased as the requirement that this interval should be contained in [0, ∞).
The performance measures proposed in [12] can be constructed as the maximal value of r for which a given
position remains acceptable, i.e., the largest value of r such that B rg (X) ⊂ [0, ∞).
The distortion divergence is not symmetric in general. The relation between the divergence from P to Q
and the divergence from Q to P is given by the following proposition, which implies that symmetry of the
divergence does hold if the underlying family of distortion functions is symmetric under reversion.
Proposition 4.4. Suppose that the family (g η )η≥0 consists of distortion functions that are strictly increasing,
and let the reverse family (ĝ η )η≥0 be defined by (2.3). For equivalent measures P and Q, the following relation
holds:
D g (Q‖P) = D ĝ (P‖Q).
(4.3)
Proof. For brevity of notation, write f(u) := ROCP,Q (u) and f ̂(u) := ROCQ,P (u). By Proposition 2.8, the function f is strictly increasing, and, for given η ≥ 0, the condition f ̂(u) ≤ ĝ η (u) for all u ∈ [0, 1] is equivalent to
the condition f −1 (v) ≥ g −1
η (v) for all v ∈ [0, 1]. Because the mapping g η is a bijection from [0, 1] to itself, this
in turn is equivalent to the condition f −1 (g η (u)) ≥ u for all u ∈ [0, 1], which finally is the same as requiring
f(u) ≤ g η (u) for all u ∈ [0, 1]. Therefore, we have
min{η | f ̂(u) ≤ ĝ η (u) for all u ∈ [0, 1]} = min{η | f(u) ≤ g η (u) for all u ∈ [0, 1]}.
This proves (4.3).
The total variation distance between two probability measures P and Q on the same measurable space (Ω, F)
is defined by (see for instance [15])

δ(P, Q) = sup{|Q(A) − P(A)|  A ∈ F}.
The following proposition provides an upper bound for the total variation distance in terms of the distortion
divergence based on a given family of distortion functions.
Proposition 4.5. Consider a family of distortion functions (g η )η≥0 satisfying Assumption 4.1. For η ≥ 0, define
m g (η) = max g η (u) − u.

(4.4)

0≤u≤1

Then, for probability measures P and Q with Q ≪ P, we have
δ(P, Q) ≤ m g (D g (Q‖P)).

(4.5)

Proof. Write η := D g (Q‖P) for brevity. We know that Q(A) ≤ g η (P(A)) for all events A. From this it follows that
Q(A) − P(A) ≤ m g (η) for all A. Applying the same inequality to the complement of A instead of A, we find that
also P(A) − Q(A) ≤ m g (η) for all A. Therefore, the claim follows.
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Example 4.6. In the case of the family of distortion functions defined by the Wang transform, the function
defined in (4.4) is given by
m W (η) = Φ( 12 η) − Φ(− 12 η) = 2Φ( 12 η) − 1.
Therefore, we have the inequality
δ(P, Q) ≤ 2Φ( 21 D W (Q‖P)) − 1.
Remark 4.7. Suppose that the distortion functions g η are strictly increasing, and let (ĝ η )η≥0 denote the
reverse family as defined in (2.3). From the interpretation of ĝ as the reflection of g with respect to the cross
diagonal in the unit square, it follows that m ĝ = m g . This implies that the upper bound that is obtained by
reversing the roles of P and Q in (4.5) is the same as the one that is obtained by replacing the family g by its
reverse:
m g (D g (P‖Q)) = m g (D ĝ (Q‖P)) = m ĝ (D ĝ (Q‖P)).
If the family g is not symmetric, then this upper bound is in general different from the one in (4.5).
Remark 4.8. The total variation distance can itself be constructed as a distortion divergence if the condition of continuity for distortion functions is dropped. In a parametrization with a parameter a that
takes values between 0 and 1, the corresponding family of distortion functions is given by g a (0) = 0 and
g a (u) = min(u + a, 1) for 0 < u ≤ 1. For purposes of risk management, distortion functions that are not
continuous at 0 would normally be considered too conservative, since the use of such distortions implies
that alternative worlds are taken into account in which adverse events can receive a fixed positive minimal
probability even when they are extremely unlikely under the reference (statistical) measure.
For some families of distortion risk measures, the distortion divergence can be written in a more explicit
form, by making use of the ROC curve. Consider for instance the Wang transform g η (u) = Φ(Φ−1 (u) + η). The
condition on the parameter η appearing in (4.2) can be written as
ROCP,Q (u) ≤ Φ(Φ−1 (u) + η).
This can in turn be rewritten as
η ≥ Φ−1 (ROCP,Q (u)) − Φ−1 (u).
It follows that the distortion divergence based on the Wang transform can be expressed as
DW (Q‖P) = sup [Φ−1 (ROCP,Q (u)) − Φ−1 (u)].

(4.6)

0<u<1

In a similar way, one obtains expressions for divergences with respect to the PH family and with respect to
the NV family of Example 3.9 and its reverse, as parametrized in Table 1, (3.6), and (3.7):
log u
− 1,
log
ROC
P,Q (u)
0<u<1

DPH (Q‖P) = sup

DNV (Q‖P) = sup log
0<u<1

DRNV (Q‖P) = sup log

Φ−1 ( 21 u)
Φ−1 ( 21 ROCP,Q (u))

,

Φ−1 ( 12 + 21 ROCP,Q (u))

0<u<1

Φ−1 ( 21 + 12 u)

.

In the case of CVaR, we arrive similarly at
ROCP,Q (u)
− 1.
u
0<u≤1

DCVaR (Q‖P) = sup
This implies, by Proposition 2.2, that

DCVaR (Q‖P) = ess supP

dQ
− 1.
dP
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Up to monotone reparametrization, the distortion divergence induced by the CVaR family therefore coincides
with the separation divergence introduced by [1].
The following proposition gives an expression for the distortion divergence in the case of finitely discrete
distributions. This proposition can serve as a basis for numerical methods.
Proposition 4.9. Assume that the sample space Ω is finite, and that the outcomes are ordered according
to (3.8). The following expression holds for the distortion divergence induced by a family (g η )η≥0 of distortion
functions satisfying Assumption 4.1:
i
 i
D g (Q‖P) = min{η  ∑ q j ≤ g η ( ∑ p j ) for all i = 1, . . . , n}.

j=1

(4.7)

j=1

Proof. By (4.2), D g (Q, P) is the smallest value of η for which g η is a majorant of ROCP,Q . Proposition 3.13
indicates that ROCP,Q is the piecewise linear function interpolating the points (u i , v i ) with u i := P(A i ) and
v i := Q(A i ) (i = 0, . . . , n). Because g η is concave for all η, the inequality ROCP,Q (u) ≤ g η (u) holds for all
u ∈ [0, 1] if and only if v i ≤ g η (u i ) for i = 0, . . . , n. This proves the claim.
The computation time needed for verification of the condition in (4.7) is linear in the number of elements
of the sample space, as opposed to direct calculation on the basis of the definition (4.1) which would take
exponential time. To compute the minimum in (4.7) in cases in which an analytic expression is not available,
one might use for instance a bisection method.
Example 4.10. Let P and Q be two measures defined on Ω = {0, 1}, and write p := P(1), q := Q(1). From the
proposition above one finds for instance
DW (Q‖P) = |Φ−1 (q) − Φ−1 (p)|
and
DPH (Q‖P) = max(

log p log(1 − p)
,
) − 1.
log q log(1 − q)

5 Conclusions
The purpose of this note has been to highlight the connection between, on the one hand, distortion risk
measures, and, on the other hand, optimal receiver operating characteristics associated to binary hypothesis
testing problems. The role of the ROC curve with respect to distortion risk measures is threefold: first, as
a way to generate families of distortion functions; second, to provide a statistical interpretation of distortion
functions; and third, to facilitate computations.
Several families of distortion functions that have been proposed in the literature turn out to be related
to well-known hypothesis testing problems. The fact that one may create new families of distortion functions
by consideration of specific families of hypothesis testing problems has been illustrated by making use of
the problem of testing N(0, 1) versus N(0, σ2 ). The connection between distortion functions and ROC curves
leads to a statistical interpretation of distortion functions, which supports the transfer of a notion of deviation
from the statistical domain to the risk management domain. In this way, researchers and practitioners may
judge the degree of conservatism in choosing a particular parameter value in a family of distortion functions,
even though there is no intrinsic relation between the risks to which the risk measure is applied and the
distributions considered in the testing problem. ROC curves can also be put to good use in characterizing and
computing the distortion divergence that is associated to a given one-parameter family of distortion functions.
A numerical method has been provided to find the distortion divergence between two given discrete measures. The computational time required is linear in the size of the sample space. The method can be applied
to continuous measures after discretization. A more challenging computational task would be to compute
the distortion divergence projection from a given probability measure onto a given set of probability measures, for instance defined by moment constraints; that is, to find a point (uniqueness may not always be
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guaranteed) in the given set that is closest to the given measure in the sense of the divergence. On the basis
of characterizations as in (4.6), one is led to problems of minimax type.
Acknowledgment: The author gratefully acknowledges comments by two anonymous reviewers, which
helped improve the paper.
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